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Abstract
The proliferation of large-scale web corpora and social media data as well as advances in machine learning and deep learning have led to important applications in diverse Natural Language Processing (NLP) areas. In this talk, we investigate machine learning methods based on a tolerance form of rough, near as well fuzzy rough sets in two NLP areas: Named Entity Recognition (NER) and Sentiment Analysis. We present novel semi-supervised learning algorithms (TPL and FRL) based on tolerance rough and fuzzy rough sets for NER tasks. Specifically, we address the problem of labelling relational facts from large web corpora. The performance of the presented algorithms is discussed in terms of bench-marked datasets and algorithms. Another natural appearance of the tolerance relation occurs in near sets and descriptive proximity space theory. We present our recent work on tolerance near sets-based supervised learning algorithm (TSC) to perform coarse-grained sentiment categorization from text by leveraging high-dimensional embedding vectors from pre-trained transformer-based models. We discuss the impact of using different embeddings on the performance of TSC on well-researched text classification datasets. We make the case that approximation structures viewed through the prism of tolerance display fluidity and integrate conceptual structures at different levels of granularity appropriate in the domain of NLP.
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